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Abstract. Spreadsheets are notoriously error-prone. To help avoid the introduction of errors when changing spreadsheets, models that capture the structure
and interdependencies of spreadsheets at a conceptual level have been proposed.
Thus, spreadsheet evolution can be made safe within the confines of a model.
As in any other model/instance setting, evolution may not only require changes at
the instance level but also at the model level. When model changes are required,
the safety of instance evolution can not be guarded by the model alone.
We have designed an appropriate representation of spreadsheet models, including the fundamental notions of formulæand references. For these models and
their instances, we have designed coupled transformation rules that cover specific
spreadsheet evolution steps, such as the insertion of columns in all occurrences
of a repeated block of cells. Each model-level transformation rule is coupled with
instance level migration rules from the source to the target model and vice versa.
These coupled rules can be composed to create compound transformations at
the model level inducing compound transformations at the instance level. This
approach guarantees safe evolution of spreadsheets even when models change.

1

Introduction

Spreadsheets are widely used by non-professional programmers, the so-called end users,
to develop business applications. Spreadsheet systems offer end users a high level of
flexibility, making it easier to get started working with them. This freedom, however,
comes with a price: spreadsheets are error prone as shown by numerous studies which
report that up to 90% of real-world spreadsheets contain errors [19, 21, 22].
As programming systems, spreadsheets lack the support provided by modern programming languages/environments, like for example, higher-level abstractions and powerful type and modular systems. As a result, they are prone to errors. In order to improve
end-users productivity, several techniques have been recently proposed, which guide
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end users to safely/correctly edit spreadsheets, like, for example, the use of spreadsheet
templates [2], ClassSheets [8, 11], and the inclusion of visual objects to provide editing
assistance in spreadsheets [10]. All these approaches propose a form of end user modeldriven software development: a spreadsheet business model is defined, from which then
a customized spreadsheet application is generated guaranteeing the consistency of the
spreadsheet data with the underlying model. In a recent empirical study we have shown
that the use of model-based spreadsheets do improve end-users productivity [7].
Despite of its huge benefits, model-driven software development is sometimes difficult to realize in practice due to two main reasons: first, as some studies suggest,
defining the business model of a spreadsheet can be a complex task for end users [1].
As a result, they are unable to follow this spreadsheet development discipline. Second,
things get even more complex when the spreadsheet model needs to be updated due to
new requirements of the business model. End users need not only to evolve the model,
but also to migrate the spreadsheet data so that it remains consistent with the model.
To address the first problem, in [8] we have proposed a technique to derive the spreadsheet’s business model, represented as a ClassSheet model, from the spreadsheet data.
In this paper we address the second problem, that is, the co-evolution of the spreadsheet
model and the spreadsheet data (i.e., the instance of the model). Co-evolution of models
and instances are supported by the two-level coupled transformation framework [4].
In this paper we present an appropriate representation of a spreadsheet model, based
on the ClassSheet business model, including the fundamental notions of formulæ, references, and expandable blocks of cells. For this model and its instance, we design
coupled transformation rules that cover specific spreadsheet evolution steps, such as
extraction of a block of cells into a separate sheet or insertion of columns in all occurrences of a repeated block of cells. Each model-level transformation rule is coupled with
instance level migration rules from the source to the target model and vice versa. Moreover, these coupled rules can be composed to create compound transformations at the
model level that induce compound transformations at the instance level. We have implemented this technique in the H A E XCEL framework (available from the first author’s
web page: http://www.di.uminho.pt/˜jacome): a set of H ASKELL-based libraries and tools to manipulate spreadsheets. With this approach, spreadsheet evolution
can be made type-safe, also when model changes are involved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss spreadsheet
refactoring as our motivating example. In Section 3 we describe the framework to model
and manipulate spreadsheets. Section 4 defines the rules to perform the evolution of
spreadsheets. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.
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Motivating Example: Spreadsheet Refactoring

Suppose a researcher’s yearly budget for travel and accommodation expenses is kept in
the spreadsheet shown in Figure 1 taken from [11].
Note that throughout the years, cost and quantity are registered for three types of
expenses: travel, hotel and local transportation. Formulas are used to calculate the total
expense for each type in each year as well as the total expense in each year. Finally a
grand total is calculated over all years, both per type of expense and overall.
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Fig. 1: Budget spreadsheet instance.

At the end of 2010, this spreadsheet needs to be modified to accommodate 2011
data. A novice spreadsheet user would typically take four steps to perform the necessary
task: insert three new columns; copy all the labels; copy all the formulas (at least two);
update all the necessary formulas in the last column. A more advanced user would
shortcut these steps by copy-inserting the 3-column block of 2010 and changing the
label “2010” to “2011” in the copied block. If the insertion is done behind the last
year, the range of the multi-year totals columns must be extended to include the new
year. If the insertion is done in between the last and one-but-last year, the spreadsheet
system automatically extends the formulas for the multi-year totals. Apart from these
two strategies, a mixed strategy may be employed. In any case, a conceptually unitary
modification (add year) needs to be executed by an error-prone combination of steps.
Erwig et al. have introduced ClassSheets as models of spreadsheets that allow
spreadsheet modifications to be performed at the right conceptual level. For example,
the ClassSheet in Figure 2 provides a model of our budget spreadsheet.

Fig. 2: Budget spreadsheet model.

In this model, the repetition of a block of columns for each year is captured by gray
column labeled with the ellipsis. The horizontal repetition is marked in a analogous
way. This makes it possible (i) to check whether the spreadsheet after modification still
instantiates the same model, and (ii) to offer the user an unitary operation. Apart from
(horizontal) block repetitions that support the extension with more years, this model
features (vertical) row repetitions that support the extension with new expense types.
Unfortunately, situations may occur in which the model itself needs to be modified.
For example, if the researcher needs to report expenses before and after tax, additional
columns need to be inserted in the block of each year. Figure 3 shows the new spreadsheet as well as the new model that it instantiates.
Note that a modification of the year block in the model (inserting various columns)
captures modifications to all repetitions of the block throughout the instance.
In this paper, we will demonstrate that modifications to spreadsheet models can be
supported by an appropriate combinator language, and that these model modifications
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(a) New budget model.

(b) New budget instance.

Fig. 3: New spreadsheet and the model that it instantiates.

can be propagated automatically to the spreadsheets that instantiate the models. In case
of the budget example, the model modification is captured by the following expression:
addTax = once (inside "Year" (before "Total" (
insertCol "Tax Tariff" B insertCol "After tax")))

The actual column insertions are done by the innermost sequence of two insertCol
steps. The before and inside combinators specify the location constraints of applying
these steps. The once combinator traverses the spreadsheet model to search for a single
location where these constraints are satisfied and the insertions can be performed.
Application of the addTax transformation to the initial model (Figure 2) will yield:
firstly, the modified model (Figure 3a), secondly a spreadsheet migration function that
can be applied to instances of the initial model (e.g. Figure 1) to produce instances of the
modified model (e.g. Figure 3b), and thirdly an inverse spreadsheet migration function
to backport instances of the modified model to instances of the initial model
In the remainder of this paper, we will explain the machinery required for this type
of coupled transformation of spreadsheet instances and models. As models, we will use
a variation on ClassSheets where references are modeled by projection functions. Model
transformations propagate references by composing instance-level transformations with
these projection functions.
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A Framework for Evolution of Spreadsheets in H ASKELL

Data refinement theory provides an algebraic framework for calculating with data types
and corresponding values [16–18]. It consists of type-level coupled with value-level
transformations. The type-level transformations deal with the evolution of the model
and the value-level transformations deal with the instances of the model (e.g. values).
Figure 4 depicts the general scenario of a transformation in this framework.
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from witness function of type A0 → A (surjective)

Fig. 4: Coupled transformation of data type A into data type A0 .
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Each transformation is coupled with witness functions to and f rom, which are
responsible for converting values of type A into type A0 and back.
The 2LT framework is an H ASKELL implementation of this theory [3–6]. It provides
the basic combinators to define and compose transformations for data types and witness
functions. Since 2LT is statically typed, transformations are guaranteed to be type-safe
ensuring consistency of data types and data instances.
3.1

ClassSheets and Spreadsheets in H ASKELL

The 2LT was originally designed to work with algebraic data types. However, this representation is not expressive enough to represent ClassSheet specifications or their spreadsheet instances. To overcome this issue, we extended the 2LT representation so it could
support ClassSheet models, by introducing the following Generalized Algebraic Data
Type 4 (GADT) [12, 20]:
data Type a where
...
V alue :: V alue → Type V alue

-- plain value
-- references
Ref
:: Type b → PF (a → RefCell ) → PF (a → b) → Type a → Type a
RefCell :: Type RefCell
-- reference cell
Formula :: Formula → Type Formula
-- formulas
LabelB
·=·
·p·
·ˆ·
EmptyB
·
|·
|·
LabRel

:: String → Type LabelB
:: Type a → Type b → Type (a, b)
:: Type a → Type b → Type (a, b)
:: Type a → Type b → Type (a, b)
:: Type EmptyB
:: String → Type HorH
:: String → Type V erV
:: String → Type Square
:: String → Type LabS

·:·
· : (·)↓
·ˆ·

:: Type a → Type b → Type (a, b)
:: Type a → Type b → Type (a, [b ])
:: Type a → Type b → Type (a, b)

SheetC
·→
·p·
EmptyS

:: Type
:: Type
:: Type
:: Type

a → Type (SheetC a)
a → Type [a ]
a → Type b → Type (a, b)
EmptyS

-- block label
-- attributes
-- block horizontal composition
-- block vertical composition
-- empty block
-- horizontal class label
-- vertical class label
-- square class label
-- relation class
-- labeled class
-- labeled expandable class
-- class vertical composition
-- sheet class
-- sheet expandable class
-- sheet horizontal composition
-- empty sheet

The comments should clarify what the constructors represent. The values of type Type a
are representations of type a. For example, if t is of type Type V alue, then t represents
the type V alue. The following types are needed to construct values of type Type a:
data EmptyBlock
data EmptySheet
type LabelB = String
4

-- empty block
-- empty sheet
-- label

“It allows to assign more precise types to data constructors by restricting the variables of the
datatype in the constructors’ result types.”
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data RefCell = RefCell1
-- referenced cell
type LabS = String
-- square label
type HorH = String
-- horizontal label
type V erV = String
-- vertical label
data SheetC a = SheetCC a
-- sheet class
data SheetCE a = SheetCEC a
-- expandable sheet class
data V alue = V Int Int | V String String | V Bool Bool | V Double Double -- values
data Formula1 = FValue V alue | FRef | FFormula String [Formula1 ]
-- formula

Once more, the comments should clarify what each type represents.
To explain this representation we will use as an example a reduced version of the
budget model presented in Figure 1. For this reduced model only three columns were
defined: quantity, cost per unit and total cost (product of quantity by cost per unit).
purchase =
| Price List : Quantity p Price p Total ˆ
| PriceList : (quantity = 0 p price = 0 p total = FFormula × [FRef , FRef ])↓

This ClassSheet specifies a class called Price List composed by two parts vertically
composed as indicated by the ˆ operator. The first part is defined in the first row and
defines the labels for three columns: Quantity, Price and Total . The second row defines the rest of the class containing the definition of the three columns. The first two
columns have as default value 0 and the third is defined by a formula (explained latter
on). Note that this part is vertical expandable, that is, it can be vertically repeated. In
a spreadsheet instance this corresponds to the possibility of adding new rows. Figure 5
represents a spreadsheet instance of this model.

Fig. 5: Spreadsheet instance of the purchase ClassSheet.

Note that in the definition of Type a the constructors combining parts of the spreadsheet (e.g. sheets) return a pair. Thus, a spreadsheet instance is written as nested pairs
of values. The spreadsheet illustrated in Figure 5 is encoded in H ASKELL as follows:
((Quantity, (Price, Total
)),
[(2
, (1500 , FormulaFF × [FRef , FRef ])),
(5
, (45 , FormulaFF × [FRef , FRef ]))])

The H ASKELL type checker statically ensures that the pairs are well formed and are
constructed in the correct order.
3.2

Specifying Formulas

Having defined a GADT to represent ClassSheet models, we need now a mechanism to
define spreadsheet formulas. The safer way to specify formulas is making them strongly
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typed. Figure 6 depicts the scenario of a transformation with references. A reference
from a cell s to the a cell t is defined using a pair of projections, source and target.
These projections are statically-typed functions traversing the data type A to identify
the cell defining the reference (s), and the cell to which the reference is pointing to (t).
In this approach, not only the references are statically typed, but also always guaranteed
to exist, that is, one can not create a reference from/to a cell that does not exist.
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source0 = source ◦ f rom
target0 = target ◦ f rom

from
target

.tp

source Projection over type A identifying the reference
target Projection over type A identifying the referenced cell

target0

Fig. 6: Coupled transformation of data type A into data type A0 with references.

The projections defining the reference and the referenced type, in the transformed
type A0 , are obtained by post-composing the projections with the witness function from.
When source0 and target0 are normalized they work on A0 directly rather than via
A. The formula specification, as previously shown, is specified directly in the GADT.
However, the references are defined separately by defining projections over the data
type. This is required to allow any reference to access any part of the GADT.
Using the spreadsheet illustrated in Figure 5, an instance of a reference from the
formula total to price is defined as follows (remember that the second argument of Ref
is the source (reference cell) and that the third is the target (referenced cell)):
purchaseWithReference =
Ref Int (f head ◦ head ◦ (π2 ◦ π2 )? ◦ π2 ) (head ◦ (π1 ◦ π2 )? ◦ π2 ) purchase

The source function refers to the first FRef in the H ASKELL encoding shown after
Figure 5. The target projection defines the cell it is pointing to, that is, it defines a
reference to the the value 1500 in column Price. Since the use of GADTs requires
the definition of models combining elements in a pairwise fashion, it is necessary to
descend into the structure using π1 and π2 . The operator ·? applies a function to all the
element of a list and f head gets the first reference in a list of references.
Note that our reference type has enough information about the cells and so we do not
need value-level functions, that is, we do not need to specify the projection functions
themselves, just their types. In the cases we reference a list of values, for example,
constructed by the class expandable operator, we need be specific about the element
within the list we are referencing. For these cases, we use the type-level constructors
head (first element of a list) and tail (all but first) to get the intended value in the list.
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3.3

Rewriting Systems

At this point we are now able to represent ClassSheet models, including formulas. In
this section we discuss the definition of the witness functions from and to. Once again
we rely on the definition of a GADT:
data PF a where
id
:: PF (a → a)
-- identity function
π1
:: PF ((a, b) → a)
-- left projection of a pair
π2
:: PF ((a, b) → b)
-- right projection of a pair
pnt
:: a → PF (One → a)
-- constant
· 4 · :: PF (a → b) → PF (a → c) → PF (a → (b, c))
-- split of functions
· × · :: PF (a → b) → PF (c → d ) → PF ((a, c) → (b, d )) -- product of functions
· ◦ · :: Type b → PF (b → c) → PF (a → b) → PF (a → c)
-- composing func.
·?
:: PF (a → b) → PF ([a ] → [b ])
-- map of functions
head :: PF ([a ] → a)
-- head of a list
tail :: PF ([a ] → [a ])
-- tail of a list
f head :: PF (Formula1 → RefCell )
-- head of the arguments of a formula
f tail :: PF (Formula1 → Formula1 )
-- tail of the arguments of a formula

This GADT represents the types of the functions used in the transformations. For example, π1 represents the type of the function that projects the first part of a pair. The
comments should clarify which function each constructor represents. Given these representations of types and functions, we can turn to the encoding of refinements. Each
refinement is encoded as a two-level rewriting rule:
type Rule = ∀ a . Type a → Maybe (View (Type a))
data View a where View :: Rep a b → Type b → View (Type a)
data Rep a b = Rep {to = PF (a → b), from = PF (b → a)}

Although the refinement is from a type a to a type b, this can not be directly encoded
since the type b is only known when the transformation completes, so the type b is
represented as a view of the type a. A view expresses that a type a can be represented
as a type b, denoted as Rep a b, if there are functions to :: a → b and from :: b → a
that allow data conversion between one and the other. The following code implements
a rule to transform a list into a map (represented by · * ·):
listmap :: Rule
listmap ([a]) = Just (View (Rep {to = seq2index , from = tolist }) (Int * a))
listmap = mzero

The witness functions have the following signature (their code here is not important):
tolist :: (Int * a) → [a]

seq2index :: [a] → Int * a

This rule receives the type of a list of a, [a], and returns a view over the type map of
integers to a, Int * a. The witness functions are returned in the representation Rep. If
other argument than a list is received, then the rule fails returning mzero. All the rules
contemplate this case and so we will not show it in the definition of other rules.
Given this encoding of individual rewrite rules, a complete rewrite system can be
constructed via the following constructors:

IX
nop :: Rule
-- identity
. ::Rule → Rule → Rule
-- sequential composition
::Rule → Rule → Rule
-- left-biased choice
many :: Rule → Rule
-- repetition
once :: Rule → Rule -- arbitrary depth rule application

Details on the implementation of these combinators can be found elsewhere [4].

4

Spreadsheets Evolution

In this section we define rules to perform spreadsheet evolution. These rules can be
divided in three main categories: Combinators, used as helper rules, Semantic rules,
intended to change the model itself (e.g. add a new column), and Layout rules, designed
to change the visual arrangement of the spreadsheet (e.g. swap two columns).
4.1

Combinators

The other types of rules are defined to work on a specific part of the data type. The
combinators defined next are then used to apply those rules in the desired places.
Pull Up All the References: To avoid having references in different levels of the models, all the rules pull all the references to the topmost level of the model. To pull a
reference is a particular place we use the following rule (we show just its first case):
pullUpRef :: Rule
pullUpRef ((Ref tb fRef tRef ta) p b2 ) = do
return (View idrep (Ref tb (fRef ◦ π1 ) (tRef ◦ π1 ) (ta p b2 )))

The representation idrep has the id function in both directions. If part of the model (in
this case the left part of a horizontal composition) of a given type has a reference, it is
pulled to the top level. This is achieved by composing the existing projections with the
necessary functions, in this case π1 . This rule has two cases (left and right hand side)
for each binary constructor (e.g. horizontal/vertical composition).
To pull up all the references in all levels of a model we use the rule pullUpAllRefs =
many (once pullUpRef ). The once operator applies the pullUpRef rule somewhere
in the type and the many ensures that this is applied everywhere in the whole model.
Apply After and Friends: The combinator after finds the correct place to apply the
argument rule (second argument) by comparing the given string (first argument) with
the existing labels in the model. When it finds the intended place, it applies the rule to
it. This works because our rules always do their task on the right-hand side of a type.
after :: String → Rule → Rule
after label r (label 0 p a) | label ≡ label 0 = do
View s l 0 ← r label 0
return (View (Rep {to = to s × id, from = from s × id}) (l 0 p a))

Note that this definition is only part of the complete version since it only contemplates
the case for horizontal composition of blocks (· p ·).
Other combinators were also developed, namely, before, bellow , above, inside and
at. Their implementations are not shown since they are similar to the after combinator.
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4.2

Semantic Rules

In this section we present rules that change the semantics of the model, for example,
adding columns.
Insert a Block: One of the most fundamental rules is the insertion of a new block into
a spreadsheet, formally defined as following:
id4(pnt a)

Block j

6

+
Block p Block

π1

This diagram means that a horizontal composition of two blocks refines a block when
witnessed by two functions, to and from. The to function, id4(pnt a), is a split: it
injects the existing block in the first part of the result without modifications (id) and
injects the given block instance a into the second part of the result. The from function
is π1 since it is the one that allows the recovery of the existent block. The H ASKELL
version of the rule is presented next.
insertBlock :: Type a → a → Rule
insertBlock ta a tx | isBlock ta ∧ isBlock tx = do
let rep = Rep {to = (id4(pnt a)), from = π1 }
View s t ← pullUpAllRefs (tx p ta)
return (View (comprep rep s) t)

The function comprep composes two representations. This rule receives the type of the
new block ta, its default instance a, and returns a Rule. The returned rule is itself a
function that receives the block to modify tx and returns a view of the new type. The
first step is to verify if the given types are block using the function isBlock . The second
step is to create the representation rep with the witness functions given in the above
diagram. Then the references are pulled up in result type tx p ta. This returns a new
representation s and a new type t (in fact, the type is the same t = tx p ta). The result
view has as representation the composition of the two previous representations, rep and
s, and the corresponding type t.
Rules to insert classes and sheets were also defined, but since these rules are similar
to the rule for inserting blocks, we omit them for brevity.
Insert a Column: To insert a column in a spreadsheet, that is, a cell with a label lbl
and the cell bellow with a default value df and vertically expandable, we first need to
create a new class representing it: clas =| lbl : lbl ˆ (lbl = df ↓ ). The label is used to
create the default value (lbl , [ ]). Note that, since we want to create an expandable class,
the second part of the pair must be a list. The final step is to apply insertSheet:
insertCol :: String → VFormula → Rule
insertCol l f @(FFormula name fs) tx | isSheet tx = do
let clas =| lbl : lbl ˆ(lbl = df ↓ )
((insertSheet clas (lbl , [ ])) B pullUpAllRefs) tx
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Note the use of the rule pullUpAllRefs as explained before. The case shown in the
above definition is for a formula as default value and it is similar to the value case. The
case with a reference is more interesting and is shown next:
insertCol l FRef tx | isSheet tx = do
let clas =| lbl : Ref ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ (lbl ˆ((lbl = RefCell )↓ ))
((insertSheet clas (lbl , [ ])) B pullUpAllRefs) tx

Recall that our references are always local, that is, they can only exist with the type they
are associated with. So, it is not possible to insert a column that references a part of the
existing spreadsheet. To overcome this, we first create the reference with undefined
functions and auxiliary type (⊥) and then we set these values to the intended ones.
setFormula :: Type b → PF (a → RefCell ) → PF (a → b) → Rule
t) = return (View idrep (Ref tb fRef tRef t))
setFormula tb fRef tRef (Ref

This rule receives the auxiliary type (Type b), the two functions representing the reference projections and adds them to the type. A complete rule to insert a column with a
reference is defined as follows:
insertFormula =
(once (insertCol "After Tax" FRef )) B (setFormula auxType fromRef toRef )

Following the original idea described in Section 2, we want to introduce a new column
with the tax tariff. In this case, we want to insert a column in an existing block and thus
our previous rule will not work. For these cases we write a new rule:
insertColIn :: String → VFormula → Rule
insertColIn l (FValue v ) tx | isBlock tx = do
let block = lblˆ(lbl = v )
((insertBlock block (lbl , v )) B pullUpAllRefs) tx

This rule is similar to the previous one but it creates a block (not a class) and inserts it
also after a block. The reasoning is analogous to the one in insertCol .
To add the two columns "Tax tariff" and "After tax" we can use the rule
insertColIn, but applying it directly to our running example will fail since it expects a
block and we have a spreadsheet. We can use the combinator once to achieve the desired
result. This combinator tries to apply a given rule somewhere in a type, stopping after it
succeeds once. Although this combinator already existed in the 2LT framework, we extended it to work for spreadsheet models. Assuming that the column "Tax tariff"
was already inserted, we can run the following functions:
ghciilet formula = FFormula × [FRef , FRef ]
ghciionce (after "Tax tarif" (once (insertColIn "After Tax" formula))) budget
...
("Cost" p "Tax tariff" p "After tax"ˆ("after tax" = formula) p "Total")ˆ
("cost" = 0 p "tax tarif" = 0 p "total" = totalFormula)
...

Note that above result is not quite right. The block inserted is a vertical composition
and is inserted in a horizontal composition. The correct would be to have its top and
bottom part on the top and bottom part of the result, as defined below:
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("Cost" p "Tax tariff" p "After tax" p "Total")ˆ
("cost" = 0 p "tax tarif" = 0 p "after tax" = formula p "total" =
totalFormula)

To correct these cases, we designed a layout rule, normalize, explained in Section 4.3.
Make it Expandable: It is possible to make a block in a class expandable. For this, we
created the rule expandBlock :
expandBlock :: String → Rule
expandBlock str (label : clas) | compLabel label str = do
let rep = Rep {to = id × tolist, from = id × head}
return (View rep (label : (clas)↓ ))

It receives the label of the class to make expandable and updates the class to allow
repetition. The result type constructor is · : (·)↓ ; the to function wraps the existing
block into a list, tolist; and the from function takes the head of it, head. We developed
a similar rule to make a class expandable. This corresponds to promote a class c to c → .
We do not show its implementation here since it is quite similar to this one.
Split: It is quite common to move a column in a spreadsheet from on place to another.
The rule split copies a column to another place and substitutes the original column
values by references to the new column (similar to create a pointer). The rule to move
part of the spreadsheet is presented in Section 4.3. The first step of split is to get the
column that we want to copy:
getColumn :: String → Rule
getColumn h t (l 0 ˆb1 ) | h ≡ l 0 = return (View idrep t)

If the corresponding label is found, the vertical composition is returned. Note that, as in
other rules, this rule is intended to be applied using the combinator once. As we said, we
aim to write local rules that can be used at any level using the developed combinators.
The rule creates in a second step a new a class containing the retrieved block:
do View s c 0 ← getBlock str c
let nsh =| str : (c 0 )↓

The last step is to transform the original column that was copied into references to the
new column. The rule makeReferences :: String → Rule receives the label of the
column that was copied (the same as the new column) and creates the references. We
do not shown the rest of the implementation because it is quite complex and will not
help in the understanding of the paper.
Let us consider the following part of our example:
budget =
... ("Cost" p "Tax tariff" p "After tax" p "Total")ˆ
("cost" = 0 p "tax tarif" = 0 p "after tax" = formula p "total" =
totalFormula) ...

If we apply the split rule (with the help of once) to it we get the following new model:
ghciionce (split "Tax tariff") budget
...
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("Cost" p "Tax tariff" p "After tax" p "Total")ˆ
("cost" = 0 p "tax tarif" = 0 p RefCell p "total" = totalFormula)
p
(| "Tax tariff" : (("Tax tariff"ˆ"tax tarif" = 0))↓ )

4.3

Layout Rules

In this section we describe rules focused on the layout of spreadsheets, that is, rules that
do not add/remove information to/from the model.
Change Orientation: The rule toVertical changes the orientation of a block from horizontal to vertical.
toVertical :: Rule
toVertical (a p b) = return (View idrep (aˆb))

Note that, since our value-level representation of these compositions are pairs, the to
and the from functions are simply the identity function. The needed information is
kept in the type-level with the different constructors. A rule to do the inverse was also
designed but since it is quite similar to this one, we do not show it here.
Normalize Blocks: When applying some transformations, the resulting types may not
have the correct shape. A common example is to have as result the following type:
A p BˆC p D ˆ
E pF

Most of the times, the correct result is the following:
A p B p Dˆ
E pC pF

The rule normalize tries to match these cases and correct them. The types are the ones
presented above and the witness functions are combinations of π1 and π2 .
normalize1 :: Rule
normalize1 (a p bˆc p dˆe p f ) =
let tof = id × π1 × id ◦ π1 4π1 ◦ π2 4π2 ◦ π1 ◦ π2 × π2
fromf = π1 ◦ π1 4π1 ◦ π2 × π1 ◦ π2 4π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π1 4id × π2 ◦ π2
return (View (Rep {to = tof , from = fromf }) (a p b p dˆe p c p f ))

Although the migration functions seem complex, they just rearrange the order of the
pair so they have the correct order.
Shift: It is quite common to move parts of the spreadsheet across it. We designed a rule
to shift parts of the spreadsheet in the four possible directions. We show here part of the
shitRight rule, which, as suggested by its name, shifts a piece of the spreadsheet to the
right. In this case, a block is moved and an empty block is left in its place.
shitRight :: Type a → Rule
shitRight ta b1 | isBlock b1 = do
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Eq ← teq ta b1
let rep = Rep {to = pnt (⊥ :: EmptyBlock )4id, from = π2 }
return (View rep (EmptyBlock p b1 ))

The function teq verifies if two types are equal. This rule receives a type and a block, but
we can easily write a wrapper function to receive a label in the same style of insertCol .
Another interesting case of this rules occurs when the user tries to move a block (or
a sheet) that has a reference.
shitRight ta (Ref tb frRef toRef b1 ) | isBlock b1 = do
Eq ← teq ta b1
let rep = Rep {to = pnt (⊥ :: EmptyBlock )4id, from = π2 }
return (View rep (Ref tb (frRef ◦ π2 ) (toRef ◦ π2 ) (EmptyBlock p b1 ))

As we can see in the above code, the existing reference projections must be composed
with the selector π2 to allow to retrieve the existing block b1 . Only after this it is
possible to apply the defined selection reference functions.
Move Blocks: A more complex task is to move a part of the spreadsheet to another
place. We present next a rule to move a block.
moveBlock :: String → Rule
moveBlock str c = do View s c 0 ← getBlock str c
let nsh =| str : c 0
View r sh ← once (removeRedundant str ) (c p nsh)
return (View (comprep s r ) sh)

After getting the intended block and creating a new class with it, we need to remove the
old block using removeRedundant.
removeRedundant :: String → Rule
removeRedundant s (s 0 ) | s ≡ s 0 = return (View rep EmptyBlock )
where rep = Rep {to = pnt (⊥ :: EmptyBlock ), from = pnt s 0 }

This rule will remove the block with the given label leaving an empty block in its place.

5

Related Work

Ko et al. [13] summarize and classify the research challenges of the end user software
engineering area. These include requirements gathering, design, specification, reuse,
testing and debugging. However, besides the importance of Lehman’s laws of software
evolution [14], very little is stated with respect to spreadsheet evolution. Spreadsheets
evolution poses challenges not only in the evolution of the underlying model, but also
in migration of the spreadsheet values and used formulæ. Nevertheless, many of the underlaying transformations used for spreadsheet transformations are shared with works
for spreadsheet generation and other program transformation techniques.
Engels et al. [15] propose a first attempt to solve the problem of spreadsheet evolution. ClassSheets are used to specify the spreadsheet model and transformation rules are
defined to enable model evolution. These model transformations are propagated to the
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model instances (spreadsheets) through a second set of rules which updates the spreadsheet values. They present a set of rules and a prototype tool to support these changes.
In this paper we present a more advanced way to evolve spreadsheets models and instances in a different way: first, we use strategic programming with two-level coupled
transformation. This enables type-safe transformations, offering guarantee that in any
step semantics are preserved. Also, the use of 2LT not only gives for free the data migration but also it allows back portability, that is, it allows the migration of data from
the new model back to the old model.
Vermolen and Visser [23] proposed a different approach for coupled evolution of
data model and data. From a data model definition, they generate a domain specific language (DSL) which supports the basic transformations and allows data model and data
evolution. The interpreter for the DSL is automatically generated making this approach
operational. This approach could also be used for spreadsheet evolution. However, there
are a few important differences. While their approach is tailored for forward evolution,
our approach supports reverse engineering, that is, it supports automatic transformation
and migration from the new model to the old model.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an approach for disciplined model-driven evolution
of spreadsheets. The approach takes as starting point the observation that spreadsheets
can be seen as instances of a spreadsheet model capturing the business logic of the
spreadsheet. We have extended the calculus for coupled transformations of the 2LT
platform to this spreadsheet model. An important novel aspect of this extension is the
treatment of references. In particular, we have made the following contributions:
– We have provided a model of spreadsheets in the form of a GADT with embedded
point-free function representations. This model is reminiscent of the ClassSheet.
– We have defined a coupled transformation system in which transformations at the
level of spreadsheet models are coupled with corresponding transformations at the
level of spreadsheet data/instances. This system combines strategy combinators
known from strategic programming with spreadsheet-specific transformation rules.
– We have illustrated our approach with a number of specific spreadsheet refactorings
to perform the evolution of spreadsheets.
The rules here presented are implemented in the H A E XCEL framework consisting
of a set of libraries providing functionality to load (from different formats), transform,
infer spreadsheet models (e.g. ClassSheet), and, now, perform the co-evolution of such
models their (spreadsheet) instances. H A E XCEL includes an add-on for OpenOffice.
Currently, we are integrating the rules presented in this paper, in a spreadsheet programming environment where end users can interact both with the model and the data [9].
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